At this year’s Sports Carnival, we will be offering a $7 Subway Meal Deal. Coordinated by the Canteen, prepared by Subway and delivered to the sports carnival for your enjoyment!

**When**

The Meal Deal order form will come home with the students on **Tuesday 11th October, 2016**. The completed forms and all monies will need to be back at school no later than **Friday 14th October, 2016**. Unfortunately, as this is an external supplier, **NO LATE ORDERS WILL BE ACCEPTED**.

Students from years 3 – 6 will have their lunches delivered directly to the oval and students in years 1 and 2 will have theirs delivered to the school in time for lunch.

Parents are also able to order the lunch deal. We ask that all individual orders are placed on separate forms to enable Subway to coordinate the groups.

**How**

Once you receive your order form, please complete one for each child/parent as per instructions on the form. The standard lunch includes a roll, a drink and a cookie or apple. There are numerous options available for order, so please don’t request any other as inability to provide may offend. A Gluten Free option is available in the form of a Salad Box.

Place all your order forms and the **CORRECT** money into an envelope, with Subway Meal Deal clearly written on the front, and return to the office prior to **Friday 14th October, 2016**.

Please contact Pip Kent, Canteen Manager on 0439091300 with any queries.